TITLE 9
ELECTIONS

SECTION 1. DEFINITIONS:

1.1. Election Agency (EA): Board strictly directed by the bylaws to organize and certify elections (See Title 9 Section 2)

1.2. Intent to Run Filing: A filing announcing a candidate or candidate pair’s intent to run for an office (See Title 9 Section 3)

1.3. Candidate: Someone running for a senate seat or part of a candidate pair.

1.4. Candidate pair: Two individuals running together as a ticket for the offices of President and Vice President.

1.5. Campaign budget: An itemized budget including all campaign expenses and receipts.

1.6. Technical difficulty: A computer problem that inhibited voters from casting votes, or that caused votes to be duplicated, or that did not accurately count casted votes.

1.7. Meaningful impact: causing or could cause election results to appear as though a candidate won an election in which the candidate did not actually win.

1.8. Popular vote: A vote in which the entire student body of Oklahoma State University may participate.


1.10. Living Groups: Greek, Off-campus, and Residential Life

1.11. Polling Station: Official SGA Constituency Day Table.

SECTION 2. Election Agency:

2.1. Election Agency (EA) - Shall implement the provisions set forth in Title 9 of the Student Government Association Bylaws and those set forth in the Student Government Association Constitution.

2.1.1. COMPOSITION – The EA shall be composed of 7 members of the Graduate and Professional Student Government Association.

2.1.2. The students serving on the EA shall be nominated by GPSGA and then approved by the Senate.

2.1.3. No Candidate for office shall serve on the EA. If a member of the EA resigns for the purpose of running for office, GPSGA will nominate a replacement candidate who will then be approved by Senate.

2.1.4 No member of SGA leadership, including, but not limited to members of the executive, legislative, or judicial branch shall serve on the EA.

2.1.5 No Member of the EA shall endorse a candidate/candidate pair.

2.1.6. The current University Chair shall facilitate the training of new members of the EA.
2.1.6.1. Training shall consist of a thorough education of the bylaws pertaining to the election, how to run a meeting, and a brief overview of the Oklahoma Open Meetings and Open Records Acts.

2.1.2. RESPONSIBILITIES – Responsibilities of the EA shall include:

2.1.2.1. ACCEPT INTENT TO RUN FILINGS – The EA shall accept intention to run filings from any student of Oklahoma State University.

2.1.2.2. VALIDATE INTENT TO RUN FILINGS – The EA shall validate each potential candidate/candidate pair’s intent to run filing to ensure that the candidates meet the minimum requirements outlined in Title 9 of the Student Government Association bylaws and those outlined in the Student Government Association Constitution.

2.1.2.3. CREATION OF BALLOT – The EA shall create a ballot composed of those candidate/candidate pair(s) whose intent to run filings were validated in accordance with 2.1.2.2, the ballot should also include any constitutional amendments that have been approved for consideration by the student body.

2.1.2.4. ACCEPT CAMPAIGN BUDGET(S) – The EA shall accept campaign budgets from every candidate/candidate pair.

2.1.2.5. VALIDATE CAMPAIGN BUDGET(S) – The EA shall validate each candidate/candidate pair’s campaign budget at 5:30 pm CST on the last election day.

2.1.2.5.1. The EA shall ensure that each candidate/candidate pair’s campaign expenditures are less than or equal to the maximum campaign expenditure outlined in Title 9 Section of 4.2 of the Student Government Association bylaws.

2.1.2.5.2. The EA shall ensure that receipts are provided for each campaign expenditure as outlined in Title 9 Section of 4.2.3 of the Student Government Association bylaws.

2.1.2.5.2.1. The EA may validate any company that issued a receipt deemed necessary by obtaining business filings from the Secretary of State or tax identification number from the Internal Revenue Service.

2.1.2.5.3. IF a candidate/candidate pair is found, by the EA, to have exceeded the allowed campaign expenditure as outlined in Title 9 Section 4.2 of the Student Government Association bylaws, or to lack any supporting receipts as outlined in Title 9 Section 4.2.3 of the Student Government Association bylaws; THEN that candidate/candidate pair shall be automatically disqualified in accordance with Title 9 Section 4.1 of the Student Government Association Bylaws.

2.1.2.6. VALIDATE ELECTION RESULTS – The EA shall validate the election results by determining that no technical issue affected the election results.

2.1.2.6.1. The EA shall investigate any report or technical difficulties to determine if the technical difficulty had a meaningful impact on the election results.

2.1.2.6.2. IF the EA finds that a technical difficulty did meaningfully impact the election results THEN the EA shall use its discretion to remedy the issue.

2.1.2.7. DECLARE ELECTION WINNER(S) – The EA shall review the validated election results and the validated campaign budget(s) to declare an election winner.

2.1.2.7.1. DECLARATION OF PRESIDENTIAL/VICE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION WINNERS – The Presidential/Vice Presidential candidate pair must receive a majority to be declared the winner unless a candidate pair’s budget is not validated.

2.1.2.7.1.1. IF a candidate pair has received greater than 50% of the popular vote as reported in the validated election results AND the candidate pair’s campaign budget WAS validated AND each candidate of the pair is in good standing with the University THEN that candidate pair shall be declared the election winner.
2.1.2.7.1.2. IF a candidate pair has received greater than 50% of the popular vote AND the candidate pair’s campaign budget WAS NOT validated OR either candidate of the pair is not in good standing with the University THEN that candidate pair shall be disqualified.

2.1.2.7.1.3. IF no candidate/candidate pair received greater than 50% of the popular vote AND there are more than one (1) candidate/candidate pair whose campaign budget was validated AND each candidate of each candidate pair whose budget was validated is in good standing with the University THEN a runoff election shall be held in accordance with Title 9 Section of 5.4 of the Student Government Association bylaws.

2.1.2.7.2. DECLARATION OF SENATE ELECTION WINNERS - Senators shall be elected on a plurality basis.

2.1.2.7.2.1. IF the number of validated senate candidates from any constituency are less than or equal to the total number of available seats THEN all candidates shall be declared winners.

2.1.2.7.2.2. IF the number of validated senate candidates from any constituency is greater than the number of available seats THEN the available seats shall be filled with the candidates who have the largest percentages of the popular vote and those candidates shall be declared winners.

2.1.2.7.3. ADOPTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS – Constitutional amendments shall be adopted if the proposed amendment received the majority.

2.1.2.8. NOTIFY MEDIA OF ELECTION WINNER(S) – Upon declaring election winners the EA shall notify the O’Colly.

2.1.3. MEETINGS – The EA shall hold meetings as necessary to fulfill the responsibilities outlined in 3.1.2 of Title 9 of the Student Government Association Bylaws.

2.1.3.1. All members of the EA shall be present in order to hold and meeting and transact business.

2.1.3.1.1 Failure to attend a scheduled meeting without extenuating circumstances, as determined by the EA Chair or University Chair, shall result in removal from the EA.

2.1.3.2. The EA Chair who is to be selected by their fellow EA members shall be responsible for posting an agenda at least 24 hours before any EA meeting, for recording minutes of any EA meeting, and for ensuring that any EA meeting is in compliance with any State or Federal laws that are applicable.

2.1.4 CANDIDATE INFORMATIONAL MEETING – The Election Agency shall host a non-mandatory informational meeting to review Title IX in its entirety with all candidates as soon as possible after campaign filings have been made.

SECTION 3. CANDIDACY AND FILINGS:

3.1. CANDIDACY – Any student of Oklahoma State University may run for the office of senator, President, or Vice President provided the student meets the minimum requirements outlined in 3.2 of the Student Government Association Bylaws and the Student Government Association Constitution.

3.1.1. The President and Vice President shall be elected together as one ticket.

3.2. QUALIFICATIONS –

3.2.1. SENATOR QUALIFICATIONS – Any student filing for a senate seat must:

3.2.1.1. Be a graduate or full-time undergraduate student of Oklahoma State University
3.2.1.2. Possess a 2.0 cumulative grade point average and not be on academic probation
3.2.1.3. Have intent to enroll in at least two subsequent semesters following the semester of filing
3.2.1.4. Have completed at least one (1) semester as a full-time undergraduate or graduate student at Oklahoma State University in Stillwater
3.2.1.5. Be a member of the constituency for which the senate seat is sought
3.2.1.6. Be in good standing with the University and Student Conduct

3.2.2. PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT QUALIFICATIONS –
3.2.2.1. Be a graduate or full-time undergraduate student of Oklahoma State University
3.2.2.2. Possess a 2.5 cumulative grade point average and not be academic probation
3.2.2.3. Have intent to enroll in at least two subsequent semesters following the semester of filing
3.2.2.4. Have completed at least two (2) semesters as a full-time undergraduate or graduate student at Oklahoma State University in Stillwater
3.2.2.5. Be in good standing with the University and Student Conduct

3.3. FILING – Any student who files for a Student Government Association office must:
3.3.1. File no later than 5:00 PM CST on the last Friday of February for the spring election and the last Friday of October for the fall election for Senate candidates and no later than 5 PM CST on the first Friday of February for President and Vice President Candidates.

3.3.1.1 Should only one candidate pair file by 5:00 PM CST on the first Friday of February for President and Vice President Candidates, the deadline should be extended until such time that another candidate pair files. Should these circumstances occur, the filing period closes immediately upon filing of the second candidate pair.
3.3.1.2 Should a second candidate pair not file before the election, the filing period closes the first Tuesday of March by 5:00 PM CST and the single candidate pair filed runs unopposed.

3.3.2. When filing for a Student Government Association office the file must contain:
3.3.2.1. Candidate/Candidate pair’s full legal name(s)
3.3.2.2. Candidate/Candidate pair’s Campus Wide ID number(s)
3.3.2.3. Candidate/Candidate pair’s contact information including address(s), phone number(s) and email(s)
3.3.2.4. Candidate/Candidate pair’s sealed official academic transcript(s)
3.3.2.5. Candidates filing for President and Vice President must obtain verifiable signatures of 2% of the student body, or 500 students, whichever is less. The signature petition must include the student’s full name, signature and CWID.

SECTION 4. CAMPAIGNING:
4.1. ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY – Any candidate/candidate pair who violates any part of Section 4 of Title 9 of the Student Government Association bylaws shall be immediately disqualified.
4.2. CAMPAIGN BUDGET – Candidates shall set their campaign budget as they deem fit and report the budget and fundraising to the EA.
4.2.1. Each Senate candidate’s campaign budget shall not exceed $250.
4.2.2. A campaign budget shall include an itemized list of expenditures and a receipt for each expenditure issued from legal business entities in the United States of America.
4.2.3. All candidate/candidate pair’s campaign budgets shall be submitted to the EA no later than 5:30 PM CST on the final election day.

4.3. CAMPAIGNING RESTRICTIONS –
4.3.1. No candidate/candidate pair may campaign in the Student Government Association office, or within open meeting of the Student Government Association.
4.3.2. No candidate/candidate pair may use any Student Government Association resources for campaigning.
4.3.3. No candidate/candidate pair shall campaign within 100 feet of a polling station.

4.4. FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL LAWS – All candidates must abide by federal, state, and local laws as well as by all University policies as they pertain to campaigning.

SECTION 5. ELECTIONS:
5.1. VOTER ELIGIBILITY - Every enrolled OSU Stillwater student is registered under the provisions of this act as an elector of the living group and college in which he/she is entitled to vote, and his/her CIS user identification and password will be the certification of registration.
5.1.1. Students directly associated with the Greek system who live out of house, including New Members, shall ensure that their names be on the rolls of the Inter-Fraternity Council or Pan-Hellenic Council for the purposes of apportionment and intent to vote as a member of the Greek community.

5.2. FALL ELECTION – The Fall election shall be held on the second Tuesday and Wednesday of November.
5.2.1. Senators representing academics units shall be elected during the Fall election.

5.3. SPRING ELECTION – The Spring election shall be held the second Tuesday and Wednesday of March.
5.3.1. Senators representing living groups shall be elected during the Spring election.
5.3.2. The President and Vice President shall be elected during the Spring election.

5.4. RUNOFF ELECTION – If needed, a runoff election may be held the next available Tuesday and Wednesday that classes are in session.

5.5. SPECIAL ELECTION – A special election may be held at any time if deemed necessary by the Student Government Association President.

5.6. ELECTIONS WEBSITE – All Student Government elections shall be administered via a website provided by the department of Campus Life.
5.6.1. CANDIDATE INFORMATION
5.6.1.1. Candidates may submit to the EA upon filing for candidacy a digital image and a narrative not to exceed 200 words that will be placed on ballot for voter information.
5.6.2. The online election shall be administered by a Student Government Association employee or department of Campus Life employee.
5.6.2.1. Any election administrator shall not disclose election results or data to anyone not associated with the EA prior to election results validation.
5.6.3. The online election system shall continuously accept votes from 8:00 AM CST on the first election day until 5:00 PM CST on the last election day.